Humperdinck - Prelude to Hansel and Gretel

Violino I

Temp: $d = 72$

Plötzlichwieder im Zeitmass

Fellow bowings and articulations in the part.

Play top note (or top two notes) of chords / do not play all 4 notes of chords!
Beethoven - Overture to Egmont
Violino I.

Allegro con brio.

Tempo: d = 152

Play bracketed section (Allegro con brio to beginning of ff triplets)

Follow bowings in part
SYMPHONY NO. 3
IN E-FLAT MAJOR
“EROICA”

Ludwig van Beethoven
Op. 55

--- Play bracketed section (mm. 55-73) ---

--- Follow bowings and articulations ---

Tempo: \( \text{d.} = 56 \)